DISCOVER TUNISIA TOUR- 8DAYS | 7NIGHTS
Route: Round-trip from and to Tunis
Type of tour: Culture
Duration: 1st December 2018 until 31st October 2019
ITNERARY
DAY 1 | ARRIVAL TUNIS
Upon your arrival at the Airport, you will be assisted by your professional guide and driver and transferred directly
to the hotel of stay in Tunis, the capital of the country and its greatest metropolitan area.
 Dinner and overnight at Hotel El Mouradi Gammarth or similar.
DAY 2 | SIDI BOUSAID – CARTHAGE - MEDINA
This day starts with the transfer to the picturesque Sidi Bou said. The village is known for its whitewalls and blue
windows and doors, and a dazzling view on the Mediterranean Sea, at an altitude of over 100 meters high. Your
next stop is at the site of Carthage, located on a magnificent coastline. Although the ancient city was destroyed
by the Romans, it still nowadays features excavations of homes, baths and sewage systems. The other significant
site in the area is the Amphitheatre of Carthage, built towards the 1stcentury and later rebuilt by the Romans. The
theatre today hosts some 30000 visitors at the yearly International Music Festival of Carthage. After lunch, you
will head towards downtown Tunis to visit the National Museum of Bardo, renowned for its rich collection of
Mosaics and location on an old biblical castle in the middle of the old city of Tunis. The day is concluded with a
visit and free time in the ancient Medina of Tunis
 Dinner and overnight at Hotel Golden Tulip Taj Sultan, Hammamet (or similar)

DAY 3 | DOUGGA - KAIROUAN
The third day of this roundtrip continues to yet another one of Tunisia’s riche
archaeological sites, the site of Dougga, qualified by UNESCO as a world heritage for
containing of the best preserved Roman sites in the area. The site contains a heritage
of a variety of civilizations amongst which the Roman, the Punic and the Byzantine.
Its most significant monuments are the Capitol and the Theatre. After a local lunch,
you will be transferred to the Capital of Islam in Tunisia, Kairouan.
 Dinner and overnight at Hotel Kasbah Kairouan (or similar).
DAY 4 | KAIROUAN - TOZEUR
As the day starts, your guide will walk you through the old Medina of Kairouan to the
Great Mosque of Kairouan, located in the middle of the Medina and built by the Arab
general Uqba Ibn Nafi in 670 AD. The site attracts thousands of local and international
visitors for its magnificent architectural and spiritual value. The next visit is to the
Aghlabid water site, where two large basins and a few cisterns shave survived the
centuries after they have served during decades of scarce drinking water resources. After lunch, the tour heads
towards the south, via Gafsa, to arrive at Tozeur, the city of Palm trees.
 Dinner and overnight at Hotel Ras El Ain Tozeur (or similar)
DAY 5 | TOZEUR- CHEBIKA – CANYONS OF TAMERZA – TOZEUR
After breakfast, the roundtrip offers an optional 4X4 ride to discover the oasis
(not included in the price), where you will drive through the desert and the
occasional dry salt lakes to arrive at the mountain oasis of Chebika and the
Canyons of Tamerza. After lunch, you will also have the option for another
4X4 ride to visit the site of the Star Wars movie located in the middle of the
Sahara Desert, only a couple of minutes from Tozeur (not included in the
price).
 Dinner and overnight at Hotel Ras El Ain Tozeur (or similar)
DAY 6 | TOZEUR- CHOTT DJERID – DOUZ
After breakfast and on the way out of Tozeur, you will visit the downtown of the small city and spot the different
architectural style on the facades of the houses. Afterward, you will ride through the biggest Salt Lake in the
country, Chott El Jerid, with an outstanding never ending view of white and sometimes pink mirages. At your
arrival to Douz, and after lunch, free time is offered for an optional discovery of the Tunisian Sahara on the back
of a Camel (not included).
 Dinner and overnight at Sun Palm Douz (or similar)
DAY 7 | DOUZ - MATMATA – SOUSSE
The first stop of this day is at the old Village of Matmata. The area contains one of the best preserved, still
habituated, troglodytes’ houses, carved by Tunisian Berbers in the middle of the ground. A second site of the Star
Wars movie is also open for visitors in Matmata. The next stop is at the village of El Jem, home of the Roman
amphitheatre of El Jem, the second largest Roman Amphitheatre, built around 18 centuries ago, and still today
exceptionally well preserved. The site was mainly used for spectator events, namely gladiator battles. After a local
lunch in El Jem, you will continue to Sousse, your place of stay for your last night in the country.
 Dinner and overnight at Hotel El Mouradi Palace Sousse (or similar).

DAY 8 | SOUSSE –DEPARTURE
After breakfast, and depending on your flight time, your guide will take
you to the leisure harbor of Port El Kantaoui, where you will have
another opportunity to purchase some souvenirs or simply enjoy the
scene while sipping some Tunisian coffee or fresh juice. Then you will
be transferred to the airport and assisted for departure.

We strongly suggest some extra nights at the beach in Port El Kantaoui
or Hammamet.

END OF SERVICES

INCLUSIONS
INCLUDED
 Flights
 Professional English speaking guide
 Transportation with Air Conditioning in a minibus or a coach.
 7 nights’ accommodation in hotels selected category
 Full Board basis (3 meals daily )
 Meet and greet upon arrival/departure at the airport transportation as indicated in the itinerary
 Entrance fees and activities: as mentioned in itinerary
NOT INCLUDED
 International or domestic flights
 Personal expenses
 Optional excursions as noted in the itinerary; - 4X4 ride to Chebika and Tamerza, 4X4 ride to Ong Jmel,
Camel Ride in Douz
 Meals or drinks not listed

RATES PER PERSONE IN $CAD
This tour is guaranteed departure every Monday with a minimum of 2 participants (one participant on
request)
This tour is constituted of International English speaking passengers
Departure dates
December 1st – October 31st
July and August Supplement

Category
Superior
Superior

Double Occ. / Pax
1170
70

Single Supplement
120

Guaranteed departure: Every Monday (if booking is made one month or more in advance)
Note - prices follow the exchange rates of the moment and are subject to change – Contact your travel agent.

